1) ACC311, BNK601, BNK603

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

2) ACC501

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. System Calculator
2. Statistical Tables
3. Microsoft Word
4. Microsoft Excel
5. Math type
6. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

3) BIT701

Instructions

Allowed Software
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
Apart from the above, no other software is allowed.

**Not Allowed Software**
1. CALCULATOR
2. Dev C++
3. Turbo C++
4. Visual C++

---

**4 ) BIT703**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio
6. System Calculator

Apart from the above, no other software is allowed.

---

**5 ) BIT710**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio
6. System Calculator
Apart from the above, no other software is allowed.

6) BIT715

Instructions

Allowed Software

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio
6. System Calculator

Apart from the above, no other software is allowed.

7) BNK701

Instructions

Allowed Software:

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

8) BNK703

Instructions

Allowed Software:

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

9 ) BNK704

Instructions

Allowed Software:

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

10 ) BNK725

Instructions

Allowed Software:

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Financial Tables
6. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

11 ) CS001

Instructions

Allowed Software:

1. Microsoft Paint
2. Microsoft Word

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:

1. Microsoft Power Point
12) CS101

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
Use of CALCULATOR is NOT ALLOWED.

13) CS201

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. CALCULATOR
2. Dev C++
3. Turbo C++
4. Visual C++

14) CS301

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

**Not Allowed:**

Use of any C++ Compiler is NOT ALLOWED.

---

**15 ) CS302**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. MS Visio
4. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

**Not Allowed:**

Use of SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR is NOT ALLOWED.

---

**16 ) CS304**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**

1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. Microsoft Visio

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

**Not Allowed:**

1. CALCULATOR
CS401

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. Assembler and Debugger
2. Calculator

CS402

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio
6. System Calculator
7. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

CS403

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio
6. System Calculator
7. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
20 ) CS408

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
Use of CALCULATOR is NOT ALLOWED

21 ) CS411

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. MS Visio
6. System Calculator
7. Microsoft Front Page

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

22 ) CS501

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
23 )  CS502

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Microsoft Paint
5. Microsoft Visio
6. Math Type
7. Notepad

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

24 )  CS504

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. Microsoft Power Point
6. Rational Rose
7. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

25 )  CS506

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. Note Pad
6. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans or any other IDE.
2. to use Java Documentation during exam.

26 ) CS507

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. You are not allowed to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans, or any other IDE.

27 ) CS508

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Microsoft Excel
4. Math type
5. System Calculator
6. Notepad

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

28 ) CS601

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Microsoft Visio
4. Smart Draw
5. System Calculator
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

29) CS602

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Microsoft Excel
4. Math type
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

30) CS604

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

31) CS605

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

**Not Allowed:**
1. You are not allowed to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans, or any other IDE.
32) CS606

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. You are not allowed to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans, or any other IDE.

33) CS607

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Microsoft Visio
4. CLIPS Software
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

34) CS609

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. You are not allowed to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans, or any other IDE.

35) CS610

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
1. You are not allowed to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans, or any other IDE.

36) CS614

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
Use of any C++ Compiler is NOT ALLOWED.

37) CS615

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Visio
5. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

**Not Allowed:**
1. You are not allowed to use any other software like JDK compiler, NetBeans, or any other IDE.

---

**38 ) ECO401, ECO402, ECO403**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

**39 ) ECO404**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Statistical Tables
6. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

**40 ) ECO406**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

41) ECO501

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

42) ECO601

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel 2007 and 2010 versions with installed Add-Ins (Microsoft Data Analysis tool pack)
3. System Calculator
4. Math Type
5. Statistical Tables (T distribution table, F distribution table, Chi-square distribution table)

43) ECO602

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Present Value (PV) tables
5. Non Programmable Calculator (Hard Calculator / Own Calculator)
6. System calculator – both simple & scientific (if No. 5 is not allowed)
44 ) ECO603

Instructions

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

45 ) ECO704

Instructions

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Non Programmable Calculator (Hard Calculator / Own Calculator)
5. Statistical Tables
6. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

46 ) EDU301

Instructions

**Allowed List:**
1. Microsoft Word

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

47 ) EDU303

Instructions

**Allowed List:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
48 )  EDU654

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

49 )  ENG001, ENG101, ENG201, ENG301, ENG401

Instructions

Not-Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Office.

50 )  ETH201

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. MS Word and paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

51 )  FIN611

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial Tables
5. Math Type
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

52 )  FIN621

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial Tables
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

53 )   FIN622

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial Tables
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

54 )   FIN623, FIN624, FIN625

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Financial and Z-tables
6. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

55 )   FIN630

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Financial and Z-Tables (Present value, future value table)
6. Math Type
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

56) FIN704

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Math Type
5. Financial and Z-tables

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

57) FIN711

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial and Z-tables
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

58) FIN722

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial and Z-tables
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
allowed software:
1. microsoft word
2. microsoft excel
3. microsoft paint
4. system calculator
5. financial and z-tables
6. math type

apart from above, no other software is allowed.

instructions

allowed software:
1. microsoft word
2. microsoft excel
3. microsoft paint
4. system calculator
5. financial and z-tables (present value, future value table)
6. math type

apart from above, no other software is allowed.

instructions

allowed software:
1. microsoft word
2. microsoft excel
3. microsoft paint
4. microsoft power point
5. math type
6. system calculator
7. g.science contents' value table

apart from above, no other software is allowed.

instructions
**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

63) **HRM713**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

64) **HRM724**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

---

65) **HRM727**

**Instructions**

**Allowed Software:**
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
66) ISL201

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Urdu Inpage

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

67) IT430

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Microsoft Paint
5. Microsoft Visio

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

Not Allowed:
Use of any IDE or compiler is NOT ALLOWED for coding.

68) MCM101, MCM301, MCM515, MCM532, MCM601

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
69) MCM304, MCM310, MCM311, MCM401, MCM411, MCM431, MCM501, MCM511, MCM514, MCM516, MCM517, MCM520, MCM604, PSC201, SOC101, SOC401

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. MS Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

70) MCM531, MCM610

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. MS Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

71) MGMT611, MGT211, MGMT623, MGT301, MGT501, MGT502, MGT504, MGMT725, MGMT727, MGMT728, MGMT729, MGMT730, MGT503, MKT530, MGT610

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

72) MGMT622

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

73 ) MGMT625, MGMT627, MGMT628, MGMT629, MGMT630

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

74 ) MGMT723

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

75 ) MGT101

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial Tables
5. Math Type
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

76 ) MGT111
Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

77 ) MGT201

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial Tables
5. Math Type
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

78 ) MGT401

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. MS Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Financial and Z-tables
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

79 ) MGT402

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Financial and Z-tables
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
80 ) MGT404

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Financial d Z-tables

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

81 ) MGT411

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. MS Paint

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

82 ) MGT510

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. System Calculator
2. Financial Tables
3. Microsoft Word
4. Microsoft Excel
5. MS Paint

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

83 ) MGT520, MGT601, MGT602, MGT604

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

84) MGT603

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

85) MGT611

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

86) MGT613

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. System Calculator
3. Microsoft Excel
4. Table for values e-t/MTBF (Given in the book Production Operations Management by William J. Stevenson page # 185, Sixth Edition )
5. Table of Areas under normal curve, 0 to z (Given in the book Production Operations Management by William J. Stevenson at the end of the book, Sixth Edition )
6. Areas under the standardized normal curve, from -∞ to + z (Given in the book Production Operations Management by William J. Stevenson at the end of the book, Sixth Edition )
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

87  )  MGT703

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

88  )  MGT704

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

89  )  MGT705, FIN723

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

90  )  MGT711

Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

91 ) MGT713

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. System Calculator
3. Microsoft Excel
4. Table for values e-t/MTBF (Given in the book Production Operations Management by William J. Stevenson page # 185, Sixth Edition )
5. Table of Areas under normal curve, 0 to z (Given in the book Production Operations Management by William J. Stevenson at the end of the book, Sixth Edition )
6. Areas under the standardized normal curve, from -∞ to + z (Given in the book Production Operations Management by William J. Stevenson at the end of the book, Sixth Edition )

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

92 ) MGT722

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

93 ) MKT501, MKT610, MKT621, MKT624, MKT630

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. System Calculator
2. Financial Tables
3. Microsoft Word
4. Microsoft Excel
5. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

94 ) MKT611

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. System Calculator
4. Statistical Tables
5. Microsoft Excel
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

95 ) MKT625

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

96 ) MKT711

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. System Calculator
4. Statistical Tables
5. Microsoft Excel
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

97 ) MKT721

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. System Calculator
2. Financial Tables
3. Microsoft Word
4. Microsoft Excel
5. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

98) MKT724

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. System Calculator
2. Financial Tables
3. Microsoft Word
4. Microsoft Excel
5. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

99) MKT725

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. System Calculator
4. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

100) MKT730

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. System Calculator
2. Financial Tables
3. Microsoft Word
4. Microsoft Excel
5. MS Paint
Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

101) MKT731
Instructions

Allowed List:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

102 ) MTH001

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

103 ) MTH100, MTH101, MTH301, MTH501

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

104 ) MTH201

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Calculator
5. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

105) MTH202

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Non Programable Calculator (Hard Calculator / Own Calculator)
4. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

106) MTH302

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. System Calculator
5. Math Type
6. Analysis Tool Pack add-in in MS Excel

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

107) MTH401

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Calculator
4. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.
108) MTH601

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Paint
3. Microsoft Excel
4. Microsoft Visio
5. Graph 4.3/4.4
6. Calculator
7. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

109) MTH603

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Calculator
4. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

110) PAK301, PAK302

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. MS Word and paint

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

111) PHY101

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. Math Type
6. System Calculator
7. Physics Constants’ Value Table

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

112) PHY301

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Microsoft Power Point
5. Corel Draw
6. Math Type
7. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

113) PSC401

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. MS Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

114) PSY101, PSY401, PSY402, PSY403, PSY404, PSY405, PSY406, PSY407, PSY408, PSY409, PSY502, PSY504, PSY505, PSY510, PSY511, PSY512, PSY513, PSY514, PSY515, PSY610, PSY631, PSY632

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. MS Paint
4. System Calculator

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

115) STA301

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Non Programable Calculator (Hard Calculator / Own Calculator)
5. Statistical Tables
6. Math Type

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.

116) STA630

Instructions

Allowed Software:
1. Microsoft Word
2. Microsoft Excel
3. Microsoft Paint
4. Statistical tables
5. Non Programmable Calculator (Hard Calculator / Own Calculator)

Apart from above, no other software is allowed.